
Jenzi Carolina Rig Fluocarbon with Offset 
Hook and Bulet

Jenzi

Product number: JE-FCRO

The Carolina Rig is a ready-made rig, which is 
already equipped with a 7 gr. bullet weight (lead-
free) and an offset hook.

3,95 € * 3,95 €

Jenzi Carolina Rig Fluorocarbon: Your expert rig for zander and 
perch

The Jenzi Carolina Rig Fluorocarbon combines quality and affordability, ideal for anglers who value 
efficient and price-conscious fishing. Specially developed for fishing for zander and perch, this rig offers an 
optimum balance between performance and cost. The almost invisible fluorocarbon line, with a length of 40 
cm, ensures an inconspicuous presentation of your lures.

Cost-effective assembly and reliable performance

Versatile and cost-effective bait mounting: The robust offset hook allows you to use a variety of 
baits without compromising on quality or effectiveness.
Fewer snags, more fish: The clever design of the offset hook reduces the risk of snags, so you spend 
more time fishing and less time solving problems.
Effective noise generation: The integrated glass bead and stopper create noise underwater, attracting 
predators and increasing your chances of a successful catch.

Easy to set up and cost-effective bait selection

The Jenzi Carolina rig is simple and straightforward to rig, making it an excellent choice for anglers of all 
experience levels. We recommend the use of rubber fish, rubber worms or natural baits (e.g. dew worm) to 
maximise the effectiveness of this rig.



Quality and sustainability at a fair price

Durable and reliable: The 0.30 mm fluorocarbon line is robust and durable, giving you long-lasting 
performance.
Environmentally conscious and affordable: The lead-free weight of 7 g makes this rig an 
environmentally friendly and cost-effective choice.
Customisable for every angler: With different hook sizes (#1, #1/0, #2/0) and an overall length of 80 
cm, the Jenzi Carolina Rig adapts to your individual needs.
Strong load capacity at a low price: A load capacity of 5 kg shows the robust nature of the rig, 
perfect for hunting larger fish.

Choose the Jenzi Carolina Rig Fluorocarbon for an efficient yet price-conscious fishing experience. 
Experience Jenzi quality that is accessible and affordable. Now available in our shop!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=d5f28b6848f6f2ff4a9018a3e8eb4b90

